I. INTRODUCTION
The parabolic cylinder functions were introduced by Weber [1] in 1869. Standard solutions to Weber's equation were given by Miller [2] in 1952. These relations are also provided by Abramowitz and Stegun [3] . There are two standard forms of the Weber's equation,
Equation (2) is obtained from (1) with changes a by −ia and x by xe iπ/4 . Thus, if y(a, x)
is a solution of (1), then (2) has solutions: y(−ia, xe iπ/4 ), y(−ia, −xe iπ/4 ), y(ia, −xe −iπ/4 ), and y(ia, xe −iπ/4 ). In the following we consider only real solutions of real equations.
II. SOLUTIONS OF EQUATION (1)
A. Standard solutions
There are two standard solutions of Eq. (1), U (a, x) and V (a, x), both of them expressed in terms of Whittaker's function D −a− 
V (a, x) = 
In a more symmetrical notation, these solutions are
V (a, x) = 1 Γ(
where
)(a − At half of odd parameter a, the standard solutions obey relations given in Table I . 
There is also relation,
where erfc(z) is the complementary error function [3] . Using recurrence relations (15) and taking into account that d erfc(
one obtains
Further we obtain
At integer values of parameter a, the standard solutions U (a, x) and V (a, x) obey relations given in Table II . They are expressed in terms of modified Bessel functions I ν (z) and K ν (z), with 
The argument of all Bessel functions in Table II is
. Further relations can be obtained by using the recurrence relations for the modified Bessel functions,
with K −ν (z) = K ν (z) and I −ν (z) = I ν (z).
III. SOLUTIONS OF EQUATION 2 A. Standard solution
The standard solution W (a, x) of Eq. (2) is
in which the coefficients A n of x n n! obey the recurrence relation
W (a, 0) = 2
B.
Relations at large values of argument x
At large values of the argument x, when x |a|, there are relations
with
C. Analytic relations at a = 0
At a = 0 there are relations
where J ν (z) is the Bessel function of the first kind.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF PARABOLIC CYLINDER FUNCTIONS IN

MATLAB
Routines implemented in Matlab [4] for computation of parabolic cylinder functions are shortly described in Table III . For moderate values of argument x and parameter a, standard parabolic cylinder functions U (a, x) and V (a, x) are computed with routines "pu" and "pv", respectively, whereas W (a, x) is computed with routine "pw". Differentiation with respect to argument x is computed with routines "dpu", "dpv", and "dpw". For large values of argument x, when |x| |a|, functions U (a, x), V (a, x), and W (a, x) are computed with routines "pulx", "pvlx", and "pwlx", and their derivatives with routines "dpulx", "dpvlx", and "dpwlx", respectively. Routine "cgamma" computes the gamma function of complex argument; using the function code kf , it computes either the logarithm of gamma function 
where B 2n are the Bernoulli's numbers,
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